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Soma Seeds - Rockbud
Rock bud may become the pet of the class. Short to medium in
height, this mostly indica strain displays the bushy structure and
dense buds of its Afghani heritage. She is a good sea of green plant
since height and branching are easy to manage.
With an extended vegetation period, Rock bud can be coaxed into a
larger plant, and will perform well while still being short enough to
stay inconspicuous in an outdoor garden. A fast bloomer, Rock bud
finishes in about 8 weeks and wards off spider mites, often being
the last plant still holding these pests at bay. The yield makes this
a bud for a connoisseur rather than a commercial grower, but the
ease of growth and the quality of the final product will make this a
coveted weed to share with your inner circle. At maturity, Rock bud
develops sugary red leaves reminiscent of autumn's best maples.
As the mostly indica genetics would lead you to expect, the buzz
is relaxing to the body and mind, and good for contemplation or
napping on rainy day afternoons. Better as a day ender than a day
starter, Rock bud provides medicinal quality cannabis with healing
properties for what ails you, whether physical, psychological, or
spiritual in nature.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/soma-seeds/rockbud.html

Marijuana Seed specifications
Brand
Gender
Type
Genetics
High
Flowering
Height
Yield
Medical

Soma Seeds
Feminized seeds ; Regular seeds
Indoor ; Greenhouse ; Outdoor
Indica Dominant
Mild stoned
60 - 70 days
100 - 150 cm
400 - 500 grams per m2
High THC / High CBD

Price table
Product label
10 seeds (reg)
5 seeds (fem)

Product code
SSSB1100
SSSB1105

Price exc.
66,12 euro
53,72 euro

Vat
21.0 %
21.0 %
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Price inc.
80,00 euro
65,00 euro
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10 seeds (fem)
5 seeds (reg)

SSSB1110

107,44 euro
33,06 euro

21.0 %
21.0 %
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130,00 euro
40,00 euro

